Purpose: To introduce a pair of accelerated non-Cartesian acquisition principles that when combined, exploit the periodicity of k-space acquisition, and thereby enable acquisition of high-temporal cine Cardiac Magnetic Resonance (CMR). Methods: The mathematical formulation of a noniterative, undersampled non-Cartesian cine acquisition and reconstruction is presented. First, a low-pass filtering step that exploits streaking artifact redundancy is provided (i.e., Dynamically Interleaved Streak removal in the Power-spectrum Encoded domain with Lowpass filtering [DISPEL]). Next, an effective radial acquisition for the DISPEL approach that exploits the property of prime numbers is described (i.e., Modulo-Prime Spoke [MoPS]). Both DISPEL and MoPS are examined using numerical simulation of a digital heart phantom to show that high-temporal cine-CMR is feasible without removing physiologic motion vs aperiodic interleaving using Golden Angles. The combined high-temporal cine approach is next examined in 11 healthy subjects for a time-volume curve assessment of left ventricular systolic and diastolic performance vs conventional Cartesian cine-CMR reference. Results: The DISPEL method was first shown using simulation under different streak cycles to allow separation of undersampled radial streaking artifacts from physiologic motion with a sufficiently frequent streak-cycle interval. Radial interleaving with MoPS is next shown to allow interleaves with pseudo-Golden-Angle variants, and be more compatible with DISPEL against irrational and nonperiodic rotation angles, including the Golden-Angle-derived rotations. In the in vivo data, the proposed method showed no statistical difference in the systolic performance, while diastolic parameters sensitive to the cine's temporal resolution were statistically significant (P < 0.05 vs Cartesian cine). Conclusions: We demonstrate a high-temporal resolution cine-CMR using DISPEL and MoPS, whose streaking artifact was separated from physiologic motion.
INTRODUCTION
Functional assessment with cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) is performed using a cine technique that acquires a set of dynamic images synchronized to the electrocardiogram (ECG). Current clinical methods allow for temporal resolution on the order of~30-50 ms, which correspond to~20-40 frames per R-R interval. However, functional assessment using clinical echocardiography is typically performed under significantly higher temporal resolution of~60-120 frames per second, using a 10-to 15-ms temporal window. At such frame rate, echo has numerous advantages over CMR, including better depiction of the true end-systolic phase, superior visualization of valve function and anatomy, more accurate assessment of diastolic function, and image data more suitable for clinical postprocessing techniques such as speckle tracking (or feature tracking in CMR).
Recently, alternative cine-CMR approaches that employ non-Cartesian radial [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and spiral [10] [11] [12] sampling trajectories have been proposed to potentially improve the temporal resolution. One such approach uses Golden Angle (GA) interleaving of radial spokes, 13 first shown in real-time CMR with a flexible sliding temporal window without incorporating ECG gating. Additional GA-derived radial acquisitions were proposed to further improve the spatial resolution and overall image quality by combining this spoke interleaving into an ECG-gated, cine-CMR approach; addressing the limitation that the GA alone would not ensure uniform k-space coverage 7, 8, 14, 15 in each reconstructed temporal window. ECGgated and k-space segmented approaches have incorporated approaches such as exhaustive optimization, 14 or alternatively a custom look-up table after dividing the radial k-space into multiple sectors, 7 or based on other mathematical properties that dictate even distribution of these non-Cartesian sampling patterns such as the Fibonacci series. 15 However, these approaches were all specifically designed for standard temporal window sizes on the order of 30-50 ms cine-CMR and are still unsuited for imaging at a higher temporal resolution, and still must overcome the challenge of having fewer k-space lines for the reconstruction of each cardiac phase.
In this article, we propose a temporally accelerated hybrid acquisition and reconstruction approach to achieve a temporal resolution 15 ms without any increase in the acquisition time. Our work builds on top of formulations previously presented by Madore's UNFOLD method 16 for Cartesian imaging, followed by Larson's extension for radial imaging; 2, 3 we extend their works by adding a new notion, named Streak Cycling.
Our work is presented as follows, in four total sections (two theory and two experiments). In the theory sections, we develop the mathematical formulation using the proposed parameter nSC (number of Streak Cycles) for effectively removing streaking artifacts key via applying a low-pass filter (LPF) in the spatio-spectro (x-f) domain; we present this proposed filtering method as Dynamically Interleaved Streak removal in the Power-spectral Encoded domain with Lowpass filtering (DISPEL). Next, we consider the challenge of ensuring uniform radial spoke distribution and propose a non-Cartesian interleaving scheme specifically compatible with DISPEL's mathematical formulation to achieve a small 15-ms temporal window with a per-repetition time (TR) sliding window. The interleaving approach, entitled ModuloPrime Spoke (MoPS), ensures effective pseudo-GA-based rotation angles by incorporating the property of prime numbers in number theory.
In the last two sections, we present our empirical work of the proposed DISPEL-MoPS approach for cine-CMR application. We first conduct a numerical simulation to ensure that our proposed acquisition does not remove relevant physiologic motion for CMR assessment and additionally examine the extent of remnant artifacts after employing the DISPEL filtering against several alternate radial interleaving approaches. Finally, an in vivo assessment is performed; initially on pigs for parameter optimization, followed by a carefully controlled healthy volunteer evaluation to assess systolic and diastolic functions from time-volume curves derived from our proposed method against conventional Cartesian cine-CMR.
THEORY 2.A. Previous UNFOLD Description
The UNFOLD method, 16 standing for "UNaliasing by Fourier encoding the Overlaps using the temporaL Dimension," exploits an undersampling strategy for dynamic MR approaches, in which the undersampling artifacts are temporally encoded in a systematic and therefore filterable manner. The Cartesian UNFOLD approach is demonstrated by alternating the k-space acquisition between each temporal dynamic acquisition (i.e., odd k-space phase encodes in odd dynamics and even k-space encodes in the even dynamics), yielding an effective two-fold acceleration with characteristic aliasing of the object, whose contribution observes a phase shift due to the Fourier shift theorem (by 180°in the two-fold accelerated case), while the phase contribution from the original object remains invariant. The UNFOLD reconstruction step exploits such property to filter out the phase component that consequently exhibits a "flickering" characteristic over the time domain.
The non-Cartesian UNFOLD approach, previously described as radial-UNFOLD by Larson et al., 2 encodes the sub-Nyquist undersampling artifacts as flickering radial streaking instead of phase-encode direction aliasing. By encoding such streaking in every altering sets of reconstructed temporal phases, they filter the "flickering streak" artifact in the x-f space on a per-pixel-wise basis. More specifically, a dynamic gridding reconstruction is applied to first generate a set of images with overlapping streaking artifacts in every other, or every few temporal phases, which can then be removed using a pixel-wise low-pass filtering after transforming this into the x-f domain. However, this previous radial-UNFOLD description was designed for temporal frame rates of standard cine approaches with 20-30 cardiac phases per R-R interval, and consistent with the temporal resolution of clinically employed cine-CMR with a 30-to 50-ms window. As such, the previously described approach did not account for the periodicity of each radial spoke within the temporal window of each reconstructed image, and we, therefore, hypothesize that a more elaborate description of such streak repetition can be further exploited on a per-TR basis throughout the cardiac cycle.
2.B. Proposed considerations for subtemporal phase streak cycling using a per-TR sliding window
This work proposes to characterize the observed "flickering streaking" in the spectral domain with greater sensitivity to the acquisition parameters. As such, we extend on the previous radial-UNFOLD method description as follows; first, we propose to incorporate a per-echo sliding window reconstruction, and second, formulate this per-echo sliding window reconstruction to exhibit radial streaking in a periodic manner on a per-TR basis; we define the resultant cyclic phenomenon per radial spoke position as Streak Cycling and quantify the number of consecutive echoes that exhibit this periodicity as the number of streak cycles (nSC). Figure 1 shows the proposed acquisition scheme demonstrating the effect of nSC periodicity, indicated by a cyclically repeating green box, onto the overall k-space sampling pattern passed to the sliding window reconstruction. In Fig. 1(a) , the non-Cartesian sampling, shown using a pseudo-random order, is repeated in short cycles of nSC; i.e., the jth acquired trajectory after the ECG reference is congruent to the j modulo nSC-th trajectory. Under this cyclically repeating acquisition condition, a smaller nSC would yield a higher undersampled streaking artifact periodicity as these artifacts would reappear after nSC steps in a per-echo sliding window. Exploiting this relationship between nSC and the corresponding streaks, we can also ensure that this streak's frequency contribution defined as the characteristic frequency in the x-f domain (also known as the power-spectrum domain) would be sufficiently above the relevant physiologic frequency range for clinical cine-CMR assessment. Part A.1 of Appendix A further describes the mathematical details of this characteristic streaking frequency, which can be explicitly expressed as follows: f nSC = 1/ (nSC•TR) Hz. We also note here that the mathematical derivation of DISPEL is solely dependent on the nSC periodicity and is independent of the non-Cartesian interleaving.
2.C. nSC-periodic interleaving using the property of primes for uniform, pseudo-GA/N distribution For the DISPEL approach, a sufficiently low nSC with the temporal frame rate on the order of~2 ms per TR is needed for effective filtering nSC-periodic streaking artifacts in the x-f domain. However, a smaller nSC term requires a trade-off in requiring a greater number of heartbeats during the breath-hold per 2D slice and also may not ensure uniform spoke distribution needed for a good final image quality. 14 We, therefore, propose a DISPEL-compatible interleaving method; Modulo-Prime Spoke/Spiral (MoPS)-cine approach that further exploits additional numerical properties of both acquisition and reconstruction parameters including nSC to (a) ensure uniform distribution of nSC-periodic non-Cartesian sampling trajectories, (b) allow a flexible interleaving scheme including a pseudo-GA-type acquisition, and (c) ensure that no two spokes within any nSC window would overlap.
In brief, MoPS incorporates a uniformly distributed radial sampling trajectory with m evenly distributed spokes, which yields a rotation angle of h m = 180/m°, and in the special case where m is set to a prime number. In such case, a constant rotation defined by an angle h np = nh p would yield an interleaving such that no two spokes within p consecutive readouts would overlap, and result in all spokes being acquired once and only once. Figure 2 (left) shows an illustrative example of this principle with the case of prime value set to P = 11, along with its schematics under DISPEL. With MoPS, the value of n can be set to any integer between 1 and m, when n = 1, this is equivalent to the linearly ordered radial or spiral acquisition. We note that the selection of integer pair (m, n) allows for both pseudo-GA, where the interpolated rotation angle is approximately 111°= 360°n/m, as well as the pseudo-GA/N approximations, which set the rotation FIG. 1. Schematics of the proposed nSC-periodic acquisition that enables the DISPEL filtering for a k-space segmented, cine-CMR acquisition. In this example, a randomly generated set of non-Cartesian interleaving is employed. (a) The acquisition order of a set of consecutive k-space data that are cyclically repeated over nSC echoes; in this example, we show nSC = 9 from a single heartbeat. (b) Each readout is synchronized with respect to the ECG trigger reference, and a different set of random k-space interleaves are acquired over multiple heartbeats in a k-space segmented manner. (c) The collapsed heartbeat-sorted k-space employed in the reconstruction step. Each box (coloured green in online version) consists of an integer multiple (by the total number of heartbeats) of nSC k-space echoes, in which the original nSC-cyclic property as shown in (a) is preserved. Images can be reconstructed using a sliding window approach with step sizes of per-repetition time, TR. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] angles to an integer Nth fractions of the GA, such as 22°for GA/5, 16°for GA/7, and 11°for GA/10, as previously proposed in Kawaji et al.
14 as a suitable alternative to the GA approach to enable flexible acquisition windows and trigger delays. A detailed mathematical description of the MoPS approach is provided in Appendix B.
2.D. High-temporal cine-CMR acquisition and reconstruction design
For a cine-CMR technique incorporating both DISPEL and MoPS, we additionally introduce four non-Cartesian acquisition and reconstruction parameters that are set prior to the data acquisition. These are as follows:
1. The number of heartbeats (nHB), set as an integer divisor of m, fully samples the radial trajectory in a k-space segmented manner. It follows that m = nSC•nHB (when m is set to a nonprime). 2. The number of nSC-sized cardiac phases (nCP), such that the set of nCP phases would be equal to or exceed the duration of a full R-R interval. 3. The number of consecutive TRs per reconstructed image (nRCW) (e.g., at TR = 2.5 ms, employing a nRCW = 6 would yield 15-ms reconstruction window per image). 4. The temporal step size in the sliding window reconstruction (R rec ) defined as the number of consecutively skipped TRs between each adjacent temporal frame. A per-echo sliding window reconstruction is defined by R rec = 1, whereas consecutive 15-ms sliding window at TR = 2.5 ms with no temporal k-space view sharing is defined as R rec = 6, which also allows for a six-fold speed-up in the time required to reconstruct the entire sliding window.
As m is equal to the product of nSC and nHB, the tradeoff between the selection of nSC, nHB, and m can easily be noted. A small nSC value would yield a higher streak frequency, lower spatial resolution (i.e., a smaller m), or an increased number of breath-holds (i.e., a larger nHB). In addition, all three of these parameters must be integers. Exploiting these numerical properties, it is possible to constrain the candidate parameters for the proposed MoPS acquisition, as shown in Tables S3 and S4 .
The schematic of the cine-CMR approach with the above MoPS interleaving is shown in Fig. 2 (right bottom) . The nSC-temporal window is repeated in a cyclic manner nCP times to cover the entire cardiac cycle; and the cyclic property in the radial k-space distribution would also hold between any two adjacent nCP-defined window. This can be easily demonstrated by showing that identical radial k-space trajectories are acquired in a cyclic manner for every jth radial spoke modulo nSC, indicating the cyclically periodic reacquisition of the same sets of radial k-space throughout the acquisition window.
After the acquisition, setting nRCW to a sufficiently small value (i.e., nRCW < nSC, and in practice, nRCW = 6 achieves a 15-millisecond temporal window at TR = 2.5 ms), the number of radial k-space spokes to reconstruct the image would be less than m, and we can therefore exhibit subNyquist radial streaking into the reconstructed images. These radial streaking artifacts would emanate from multiple anatomical sources with high signal intensity values in the direction determined by the radial spoke angles in k-space domain that were used in the reconstruction. This property is well-illustrated by observing the relationship between the acquired radial k-space line, which encodes the thoracic projection of the excited 2D plane onto its 1DFFT. As such, any arbitrary radial spoke with a specific rotation angle would contribute to specific streaking artifacts in the imaging
FIG. 2. Left: Schematics demonstrating MoPS
Interleaving with the case: P = 11, showing that spokes never repeat for any n < p. Right top: the nSC-periodic pseudo-random spokes per temporal frame employed in Fig. 1 , where each temporal frame is represented as a column; colored squares and radial spokes represent the corresponding acquired heartbeat. Right Bottom: temporal frame representation upon employing MoPS interleaving using the prime P = 37 with n = 6, where we require 36 evenly distributed spokes to fully sample the radial k-space, which is acquired over four heartbeats and nSC = 9. A sliding window and the corresponding point-spread function (PSF) are shown using a temporal window size of 4. Note the improved distribution of radial k-space spokes upon employing the MoPS scheme (bottom row) compared to the pseudo-random approach (top row). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] domain that is orthogonal to the radial spoke direction in the k-space domain. Provided that nCP > 1, all such radial streaking artifacts due to the small nRCW would appear in a fully periodic manner nCP times over the entire R-R interval. This enforces the radial streaks to "flicker" periodically every nSC sliding window steps at a per-echo sliding window, which can be removed by the DISPEL approach.
We note here that the DISPEL's LPF step can be performed while only reconstructing every R rec of the per-TR sliding window provided that R rec is an integer divisor of nSC. This divisibility property would avoid introducing any new aliasing in the x-f domain due to passing fewer temporal images for the LPF. A more detailed mathematical description is provided in Part A.2 of Appendix A.
METHODS
We will first validate the contribution of nSC-periodicity in the expanded mathematical description of the previously presented non-Cartesian UNFOLD method 2, 3 and incorporate this to achieve a high-temporal frame rate CMR technique. First, we propose three sets of experiments using a numerical phantom simulation of the heart, which can allow for the simulation of the DISPEL approach using any radial interleaving approach. Accordingly, we will examine the effect of DISPEL approach with varied nSC and compare different interleaving strategies that are widely popular with dynamic radial acquisitions. These include pseudo-random, pseudo-GA/5 with MoPS, and nSC-periodic GA, and aperiodic GA (where nSC in such case would equate to R-R interval duration/ TR, on the order of 300-600 radial spokes depending on the subject's physiology, and cannot exploit cyclic repetition of overlapping spokes at a high frequency). Appendix C provides an in-depth description on the potential consequences of applying the DISPEL approach using irrational rotation angles, where no two spokes would overlap. An exhaustive acquisition parameter generation is next performed based on both mathematical and physiological constraints. Based on the above numerical simulation, these acquisition parameters are then incorporated into two sets in vivo assessments, first in a preliminary animal study for additional in vivo parameter optimization and LPF cutoff determination, and finally in healthy volunteers for time-volume curve assessment.
3.A. Numerical simulation
The digital heart phantom was designed as a sum of ellipses representing the heart throughout the cardiac cycle. Each singular ellipse provided a signal contribution using an analytical Fourier Transformation model, where the signal intensity, position, and angulation of each ellipse were used in deriving the true k-space value at any given radial coordinate, as the superposition of each defined ellipse. This process was repeated over the entire simulated temporal domain throughout the cardiac cycle. Using this analytical model, three sets of experiments were conducted with the above digital heart phantom simulation.
1. The size relationship between nSC onto the peak position of the x-f domain power spectrum was examined. In this step, m was set to 180 radial spokes, and nSC was set only to its proper divisors (i.e., nSC = 9, 10, 12, 18, 20, 30, 36, 45, 60). This simulation was repeated using a static ball with no motion. 2. The aperiodic GA approach (which employs the irrational rotation angle), which has been shown to yield variable radial spoke distribution in numerous studies, was next simulated in the context of the DISPEL-based cine acquisition. The R-R interval, which is set by the patient physiology, was varied across a range of 50-100 BPM, corresponding to acquisition window sizes between 300 and 600 consecutive spokes at TR = 2 ms, which corresponds to employing nSC = 300-600, and nCP = 1 (i.e., no two spokes repeat). The most uniformly distributed extremal case (which is physiology-dependent) was identified for comparison in the subsequent simulation experiment 3). 3. The proposed nSC-periodic DISPEL-MoPS approach was next compared against the following radial interleaving approaches: A) The proposed MoPS interleaving using a pseudo-GA/5 (22°) with using m = 180, nSC = 30, and nCP = 18. B) Aperiodic GA at nSC = 595 and nCP = 1 (which specifically occurs when R-R interval is set to 1.190 s at a TR=2.0 ms), empirically determined to provide the most uniformly distributed set of radial spokes using an evaluation metric described in Kawaji et al.
14 C) nSC-periodic GA (111.246°) with the irrational rotation angle as nSC = 30 and nCP = 18 were employed. This setting introduced nSC-periodic streak cycling suited for DISPEL with Azimuthal rotation angle. D) Aperiodic GA acquisition whose R-R interval was matched to A) and C), equivalent to setting nSC = 540 and nCP = 1. E) Pseudo-random interleaves of the radial spokes, whose ordering was permuted while maintaining the same sampling density as A).
In the simulation experiment 3), the reconstruction parameters were matched across all methods A) through E) to a 15-ms reconstruction window (nRCW = 6 at TR = 2 ms) at a 20% undersampled radial k-space density per temporal frame. Comprehensive analysis of the above data was performed in two steps: first, the DISPEL-processed data were generated from A) through D), and second, the power spectrum in the x-f domain of the acquired cine data, which was visually represented as the pixel-wise sum at each transformed frequency step. Analysis was performed on the resultant power spectrum, as well as the reconstruction errors observed in the uniform LV blood pools against the matched region from the reference model were compared.
The noise distributions in the uniform LV blood pool per examined approaches A)-D) were reported. Finally, using the pseudo-random permutations of radial spokes for E), 10,000 different interleaving combinations were generated using (m = 180, nSC = 30, nCP = 18). For all cases A)-E), the normal range of noise distributions in the LV blood pool to measure the extent of remnant streaking artifacts in this specific region-of-interest (ROI).
All simulations were performed in MATLAB version 2015b (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), and the reconstruction employed a Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) parallelization using NVIDIA CUDA-PTX implementation with a Tesla K40 hardware (NVIDIA Inc. Santa Clara, CA, USA). For the gridding step, a fixed Kaiser-Bessel gridding kernel with size of W = 5.5 and a default oversampling factor value of 1.25 were employed. The corresponding gridding shape beta parameter was set to 9.9981 per approximation method proposed by Beatty et al. 17 The computation performances of the proposed GPU parallelization step was derived, and benchmark values of the radial gridding using GPU was compared against CPU using a publicly available MATLAB package (NUFFT). 18 Finally, based on the numerical constraints associated with the MoPS-cine parameters due to numerical properties such as m = nSC • nHB = (nSC/R rec ) • R rec • nHB where each value must be an integer, as well as the physiologic constraints that eliminated clinically unrealistic long breath-hold durations, all possible candidate MoPS-cine parameter combinations were derived. Figure 3 shows the schematics of the overall workflow for the in vivo evaluation, that was employed for both parameter optimization performed in animals, as well as the subsequent preclinical study performed in healthy volunteers. This work incorporated the MoPS interleaving into a custom cine-CMR imaging approach using a prospective ECG gating strategy.
3.B. In vivo evaluation
Preliminary parameter optimization was performed in five swine, and imaging was performed under a protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IAUAC) at the University of Chicago. The proposed sequence was acquired as a research add-on scan to an ongoing study. Based on this initial protocol design and optimization, a prospective ECG triggering method was designed for the eventual CMR protocol in place of an retrospectively gated k-space acquisition that was only compatible with Cartesian acquisitions at the time of experiment due to reconstruction hardware constraints on the available vendor system software (Philips SW v3.2.1.1, Recon 1.0; Philips HealthTech, Best, The Netherlands). Accordingly, nCP was set to a sufficiently large value such that the total number of radial spokes acquired was sufficiently larger than a single R-R interval, satisfying nCP•nSC•TR > (1R-R duration) for the subsequent 2R-R acquisition approach.
3.B.1. Preclinical volunteer study
Eleven healthy volunteers (34 AE 7 yr) were imaged at 1.5T (Philips Achieva) using a 5-channel cardiac array, under an institutional review board (IRB) approved protocol. Written informed consents were obtained from all subjects prior to imaging, allowing use of all acquired MR data in our studies. The protocol first acquired a short-axis balanced-SSFP cine-CMR under expiratory breath-holds. This sequence was immediately followed by the MoPS-cine acquisition on the same geometric prescription.
3.B.2. MoPS-interleaved radial and Cartesian reference cine acquisitions
One of the parameter sets derived from the prior exhaustive optimization was incorporated into the in vivo imaging protocol. These were as follows: m = 180 uniformly distributed spokes with prime P = 181; n = 22 (for rotation angle = 22°% GA/5); TR = 2.3-2.5 ms; TE = 1. ; slice thickness = 8 mm with slice gap = 2 mm. A period greater than 1R-R interval (~1.4 s) was acquired over a 12 heartbeat breathholds (i.e., 6 9 2R-R ECG-triggered acquisition) for the prospective k-space segmented acquisition. No parallel imaging acceleration was used to reduce the number of radial spokes per acquired volume. The reference Cartesian cine-CMR acquisition was performed using our clinical CMR protocol, whose acquisition parameters were as follows: FA = 60°; FOV = 330 9 330 mm; acquired at 200 9 120-150 in-plane matrix resolution; reconstructed at 1.375 9 1.375 mm 2 voxel size; slice thickness = 6 mm with slice gap = 4 mm; 32 cardiac phases were reconstructed using 65-80% partial k-space acquisition. Both the proposed radial and Cartesian sequences acquired 15 short-axis slices for whole-heart coverage. The acquired data were passed to a custom workstation, which was designed to perform both reconstruction and LV segmentation within the clinical workflow.
3.B.3. DISPEL reconstruction
DISPEL was performed offline on a custom reconstruction + clinical postprocessing hybrid hardware developed inhouse, which employed GPU-accelerated reconstruction written in CUDA-PTX, and the data being handled using MATLAB. The reconstruction pipeline was matched to be identical as the earlier numerical simulation. In all examined cases, the temporal resolution was fixed at six consecutive TRs (~15 ms), and~90 cardiac phases, where each image was undersampled at 20% density (36/180 spokes per temporal frame), with the reconstructed cardiac cycle spanned a fixed duration of 1.4 s from the reference ECG trigger. Each breath-held slice was reconstructed within~10 s (using R rec = 6). The additional prime-derived acquisition parameters satisfied the conditions in Appendix A, Part A.1). These were nSC = 30 and nHB = 6. No iterative reconstruction approach was used, and the DISPEL's LPF step was performed using a sliding window step size of nRCW = 6.
3.B.4. Clinical postprocessing
Diastolic function parameters were calculated offline using an operator-assisted LV analysis processing tool developed in MATLAB. 19, 20 This tool incorporated operator control with a level-set-based LV segmentation that performed a small number of iterations (n = 10) for each image. The operator rapidly delineated the endocardial contours across all cardiac phases from the basal to apical LV slices by allowing the contours to converge toward the endocardial border in real-time [ Fig. 3(b) ]. The console was customized to blind the operator from any volume-derived measurements during segmentation to minimize any bias in the derived measurements. This was implemented by not displaying the total volume to the operator during the segmentation process and by randomizing the order of segmentation between the pair of cine-CMR for each subject; only the basal and apical slice indices were provided between each intra-subject assessment. Upon completion of all 22 volumes (2 9 11 subjects), the volume vs time curves were generated for each LV. Performance times per interaction in the operator-assisted segmentation was also measured and reported in a table.
3.B.5. Analysis
Systolic and diastolic CMR parameters 21, 22 were generated from the derived time-volume curves [ Fig. 3(c) -fraction of R-R cycle between end-systole and peak flow (%); and Diastolic Volume Recovery [DVR] -normalized time fraction at which 75% stroke volume recovery occurs (%). Student's t-test was used to examine statistical significance between the parameters derived from MoPS and the reference 2D cine-CMRs. Figure 4 shows the numerical simulation-derived power spectrum while nSC varied between 9 and 60, when the acquisition was fixed at TR = 2.5 ms for a nominal heart rate of 60 beats per minute (BPM). From this simulation, nSC < 32 was the required cutoff for effective separation of characteristic nSC-periodic streaking frequencies from physiologic motion frequency range. For subsequent experiments through this study, nSC was fixed to 30 to simulate the worst-case parameter. Figure 5 demonstrates the variability of GA-derived image quality as the reference heart rate was varied. While GA has been previously employed to derive the optimal spoke distribution for real-time MRI applications, this uniformity does not hold as shown here when the radial k-space was re-binned by the ECG trigger. As the GA interleaving is analogous to the case where nCP = 1 while nSC encompassed the entire R-R interval, and was therefore unsuited for streak removal by exploiting periodic redundancy using the DISPEL approach (which cannot be done, as nCP = 1). However, the proposed MoPS approach was better suited for the proposed DISPEL filtering, as the radial k-space becomes fixed and insensitive to this acquisition window, provided that this window duration was set to nSC•nCP, where nCP can be adjusted to ensure the acquisition window can cover any heart rate and R-R duration. Among all possible physiology conditions, we were able to obtain a relatively uniform distribution of radial k-space using the GA interleaving for the fixed R-R = 1190 ms, where nSC = 595 radial spokes; we chose this approach for different methods. Figure 6 provides the summary of the numerical simulation results between the proposed MoPS with pseudo-GA/5 (Case A) with nSC = 30 and nCP = 18, which was plotted against the three alternate GA approaches examined in this study. Case B) employed nSC = 595 radial spokes, which was fixed to an R-R interval of 1190 ms; Case C) employed the GA with nSC = 30 and nCP = 18; and Case D) also employed the aperiodic GA acquisition at an R-R interval of 1080 ms, which corresponded to nSC = 540 and nCP = 1. The aperiodic GA approach re-binned by the R-R interval. This is the equivalent of fixing nCP = 1, while the acquisition window was varied between 300 and 580 radial spokes over the entire heartbeat duration. This simulation demonstrates the variability of the resultant image quality by the employed noncyclic analog to nSC (established when nCP is set to 1), as the GA approach would not necessarily ensure uniform distribution of the radial spokes when the radial k-space is re-binned by the ECG trigger reference. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] FIG. 6. Numerical simulation results using a digital phantom of the heart. Gridded data sets with 36 radial spokes are shown in the leftmost column, followed by the power spectrum, the post-DISPEL images in the third column, and the normalized error map. Cases (a) and (b) yielded the most uniform LV blood-pool region, but we note (b) was only obtained when the R-R interval fits exactly 595 radial spokes; our results between (b) and (d) that employed the aperiodic Golden-Angle interleaving without streak cycling (nCP = 1 in both cases, as noncyclic nSC is matched to the acquisition window size) resulted in variable image quality that becomes dependent on patient physiology. The power spectrum in the second column shows the periodic streaks aligning to f nSC =1/(nSC•TR) Hz in both cases A), and C) with nCP>>1. We additionally note the notably higher remnant streak error in the case C) which used the irrational GA rotation between each consecutive spoke, but acquired this in sets of 30 consecutive GA rotations, that were streak-cycled nCP = 18 times. A full video version of the above is available online as a video S1. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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All sliding window acquisitions employed nRCW = 6 and R rec = 6. The power spectrum from each interleaving approach shows how the nSC-periodic cases as shown in A) and C) yields specific peaks caused by streaking artifacts at the f nSC Hz frequency during the DISPEL filtering, whereas the two alternative aperiodic GA-based approaches B), D) spreads out these streaking artifacts as noise in the x-f domain, and also exhibiting within the physiologic frequency range set under 12-15 Hz. A full animation of this figure is available online as video S1. The ROI-based error analysis that was measured inside the LV blood pool was significantly lower from the MoPS-interleaved reconstruction volume in Case A) compared with the GA-derived volumes (mean standard deviation values were as follows: Case A) 1.1%; Case B) 1.7%; Case C) 1.4%; and Case D) 2.4%. These pixel-wise error differences against the true reference between A) and the other three cases were all significant (P < 0.0005). We note that despite a very similar power-spectrum profile, the proposed MoPS approach in Case A) outperformed Case C), which employed the GA interleaving with nSC = 30. MoPS yielded significantly less remnant streaking artifacts in the LV blood pool than C). Table I (top) reports the performance benchmark of the reconstruction, including the computation times for the gridding reconstruction, as well as the LV segmentation step. PTX-CUDA yielded~0.11 s/image at both native and interpolated resolutions on all cases, while NUFFT required 1.4 and 2.6 s/image, respectively. GPU reconstruction outperformed the CPU reconstruction by 3-10 folds, allowing for reconstruction of 90 cardiac phases in under 10 s when R = 6 was employed for this acquisition, each frame reconstructed using 36 of 180 radial spokes. For the segmentation algorithm computation, both postprocessing on the proposed images (400 9 400 reconstructed matrix) vs the Cartesian reference (240 9 240 reconstructed matrix) yielded computation response times within 1s, considered acceptable for lag-free performance. Normalized for voxel dimension, to which the employed level-set based algorithm is sensitive to, we further note that both processing times were comparable (3.2 ms vs 4.0 ms per 1000 voxels). Tables S3 and S4 report all possible candidate DISPEL-compatible, MoPS-cine parameters. The in vivo imaging experiment employed m = 180, nHB = 6, nSC = 30, nCP = 16-18, nRCW = 6, n = 22, and R rec = 6.
4.B. In vivo imaging
Preliminary swine data were used to establish the DIS-PEL-LPF cutoff detection (Fig. 7) , and initial validation of employing nSC = 30 (the simulation-derived theoretical upper bound). Based solely on the acquisition and reconstruction parameters, we estimate the position of the initial peak frequency due to the characteristic streaking. A regularized peak-detection step was employed to capture this peak at the anticipated target position and enabled the LPF filter cutoff to be automatically set at a point~2 Hz below this determined peak value. Accounting for variability in the peak position due to varied TR (2.0-2.6 ms; sensitive to the Upon examining these frequency peaks individually, we note the time series without any filtering shows streaking artifacts appearing as single-frame "flickering" at very high frequencies. All of these streaking artifacts appeared in a periodic manner over the reconstructed temporal frames. The DISPELderived LPF with a frequency cutoff of f nSC set below 1/(nSC•TR) =~16 Hz removed streaking without noticeable temporal blurring, while a frequency slightly above this peak preserved such streaking artifacts to appear in a periodic manner over every nSC temporal frames. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] double-oblique prescription of the LV short-axis), this cutoff was ensured to be above the physiologic upper bound of 12-15 Hz. This postprocessing cascade was incorporated into the subsequent healthy volunteer protocol in a fully automated manner. The in vivo protocol did not further examine nSC lower than 30, as lower nSC values were ensured to provide greater separation between the peak LPF cutoff and the lowest characteristic streak resolution at f nSC > 15 Hz. In the 11 healthy volunteers, all acquisition, reconstruction, and clinical postprocessing were completed successfully. Figure 8 shows one case reconstructed using different values of temporal step size, R, indicating aliasing in the x-f domain when R rec is not a proper divisor of nSC. An animation of the proposed acquisition at the reconstructed frame rate of~66 frames per second with varied LPF cutoff employing the DISPEL approach is provided in video S2, available online. Its static frame is provided in Fig. 9 . All 2R-R acquisitions reconstructed at Rrec = 6 yielded a minimum of 89 consecutive 15 ms temporal frames over the enlarged acquisition window using the minimum nCP value set to 16. Performance benchmarks of the LV segmentation algorithm per operator instructions are provided in Table I (bottom). The average LV segmentation processing time was 0.51 AE 0.02 s (MoPS-DISPEL-cine data with 400 9 400 voxels/image) vs 0.23 AE 0.02 s (Reference data with 240 9 240 voxels/image) per operator interaction on each image, reported as an average of 250 computations. Table II reports the measured assessment parameters derived from the time-volume curve. No difference was seen in the LV systolic parameters (P = NS). All diastolic parameters that are dependent on temporal frame rate were significantly higher in the high-resolution, DISPEL-MoPScine approach, namely, Ddur=69 AE 4 vs 66 AE 3% (DISPELMoPS vs Cartesian; P < 0.05); PFR = 375 AE 128 vs 327 AE 113 mL s À1 (P < 0.05); nPFR = 6.1 AE 1.4 vs 5.1 AE 1.0 s À1 ; and nTPFR = 18.2 AE 2.7 vs 16.6 AE 2.8% (P < 0.05). DVR, which inherently interpolates between cardiac phases upon its calculation, was nonsignificant (P = NS).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we demonstrate the feasibility of a high-temporal cine-CMR using the proposed radial interleaving. We first establish the framework for the proposed DISPEL filtering approach in the x-f domain, and further derive the MoPS interleaving approach. Next, we employed a numerical simulation to demonstrate the importance of streak cycling, using various LPF cutoffs with respect to the physiologic frequency range and examined the extent of artifact suppression using alternate interleaving schemes. We then demonstrate the feasibility of a novel high-temporal cine-CMR approach in vivo using the extremal worst-case set (at nSC = 30) with MoPSoptimized parameters (m = 180, n = 22, h = 22°when employing nHB = 6 and a~15 ms temporal resolution by selection of R rec = 6) for the assessment of LV systolic and diastolic functions.
In addition to validating the contribution of nSC periodicity for DISPEL, the numerical simulation performed in this study provides extensive evidence on why GA-based approaches without a pseudo-approximation may be unsuited for k-space segmented cine-CMR acquisitions. Empirical examinations of these reconstructions demonstrate the significance of employing rational rotation angles as suggested in Appendix C.
The x-f domain filtering using the radial-UNFOLD approach has been incorporated into the reconstruction and/or clinical volume assessment process from cine-CMR data sets. 2, 5, 23, 24 However, these studies were performed at temporal resolutions corresponding to typical cine-CMR 2 in which the maximal frequency values for temporal domain filtering could be potentially compromised and lead to physiologic motion signal removal. By increasing this temporal resolution by employing a sliding window reconstruction, and extending the previous mathematical formulation to now account for nSC periodicity, this study introduces the DISPEL approach, which allows separation of the most clinically relevant motion range between 0 and 15 Hz (the maximal frequency that can be detected using conventional clinical cine-CMR), from the radial streaking artifacts enforced at a significantly higher frequency above the physiologic frequency range, and therefore separable using a low-pass filter.
The proposed MoPS interleaving uses elementary number theory and additional divisibility rules to ensure acquisition of a uniformly distributed m-spoke non-Cartesian kspace. Furthermore, it does not constrain the rotation angle between each echo and is, therefore, compatible with FIG. 8. An R rec -fold reconstruction time speed-up was demonstrated using a fewer number of per-echo sliding windows. Under the condition, R rec | nSC and R rec ≤ nRCW, we can prevent additional aliasing artifacts and preserve the characteristic streak frequencies in the x-f domain to remain in the same position as the case of R rec = 1. Here, the power spectrum from the same data set shows the effect of x-f domain aliasing when R rec = 4 and nSC = 30 are employed (the case when nSC is not divisible by R rec ). This divisibility condition alters the radial streak to occur every other nSC cycle, results in aliasing effect that halves the f nSC . [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.-com]
"pseudo-interleaved" approaches such as pseudo-GA and its pseudo-GA/N variants. Our numerical simulation has shown that these acquisitions may have notable benefits over the irrational rotation angles both with and without nSC-periodic acquisition, as shown in Fig. 6 .
With the MoPS-cine-CMR approach employing DISPEL filtering, an approximately three-fold increase in the number of cardiac phases is achieved by the gained temporal resolution. Clinically, this three-fold increase in the number of cardiac phases would add additional burden on the endocardial border delineation to derive the time-volume curves and to assess diastolic dysfunction. With the adaptation of an existing LV segmentation algorithm for easy-to-use operator assistance in the contour delineation step, the clinical postprocessing was made not cumbersome for the LV diastolic performance assessment using the derived time-volume curves.
The proposed non-Cartesian interleaving and noniterative reconstruction approach has the advantage that it is computationally faster as the reconstruction only requires solving a linearized mathematical problem, where the acquisition parameters (i.e., nSC, m, nRCW, and R rec ) set on the MRI system enforces separation of streaking artifacts from physiologic information. While computationally fast, we note that the above approach may have some limitations in being unable to address streaking artifacts that exhibit a substantially lower frequency (i.e., streaks due to anatomical components that appear within a subset of the cardiac cycle). We note that such remnant streak removal may require an alternate strategy after the initial DISPEL filtering, using the a priori knowledge of the streak patterns for the specific time point to be orthogonal to the acquired radial k-space spokes employed in the reconstruction of the current timeframe. Further investigation in the integration of this approach into the clinical workflow is warranted.
There are several limitations to this study. First, the cine-CMR approach in this study did not incorporate a retrospectively gated sampling strategy. Retrospectively gated acquisition has several advantages, including the preservation of continuous signal behavior of b-SSFP over the acquisition within a breath-hold, integrated arrhythmia rejection, and the capability to incorporate k-space view sharing principles to linearly scale the apparent cardiac phase in the temporal domain encoded direction (i.e., from 24 true cardiac phases to 32 reconstructed phases). This study, due to vendor software constraints for non-Cartesian imaging, employed a FIG. 9 . Still frames at end-systole (left column) and mid-diastole (middle column) from the attached video S2. Rightmost column shows the mid-diastolic frame prior to the DISPEL filtering. Zoomed images of the heart (bottom row) allows appreciation of streaking artifact removal using the proposed DISPEL approach with the MoPS interleaving employed with nSC = 30 at m = 180, n = 22 for a pseudo-GA/5 rotation angle MoPS interleaving. prospectively gated acquisition strategy over a period greater than the full R-R interval to effectively capture end-diastole in all subjects, and thereby increased the scan duration. Ensuing work warrants performing the proposed DISPEL-MoPS approach with retrospectively gated acquisition strategy. Second, the MoPS interleaving was only investigated with 2D radial sampling trajectories in this study. In theory, the radial MRI approach can be extended and generalized to spiral, rosette, and other non-Cartesian trajectories in 2D, as well as the "stack-of-" or alternate approaches in 3D. This warrants additional investigation. Third, assessment of valvular performance was not performed in this study, as we note that the 10-15 Hz LPF cutoff assumption may not necessarily hold in precisely capturing the valve motion. Although outside of this study scope, we anticipate this valvular assessment may be feasible with our proposed approach through the use of an increased cutoff by employing shorter TR and a smaller nSC value (and therefore a higher f nSC and the corresponding LPF cutoff). Finally, the time-volume curve analysis did not have a gold standard reference to compare the MoPS-DISPEL-cine derived parameters against for a definitive evaluation in this study. The goal of this work was to demonstrate the technical feasibility of the proposed MoPS-interleaved acquisition to achieve maximal temporal frame rate using a per-echo sliding window reconstruction with DISPEL. Along this line, we note that the in vivo experiments were only performed using the nSC = 30, and a lower nSC value was only examined using simulation shown in Fig. 4 . The scope of this article focused on the "worst-case" parameter setting due to increased complexity of the in vivo experimental protocol when other acquisition parameters were adjusted; namely, the case when nSC = 30 was used. We believe that the proposed DISPEL-MoPS parameter setting (m, nSC, nCP, nHB, and TR accounting for specific heart rate range) by the scanner operator would not be trivial; hence a look-up table as provided in Table S4 is warranted during clinical application. Additional investigation in a larger cohort in the clinical setting and using different optimized sets of acquisition parameters in this table warrants further investigation, possibly with cross-validation against the echo reference standard.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we present a new nSC-periodic acquisition scheme to achieve high-temporal resolution cine-CMR assessment with DISPEL and MoPS. The proposed approach demonstrated the feasibility of a simple and streamlined acquisition and reconstruction of radial k-space for cine-CMR at the highest temporal resolution of 15 ms and a per-echo sliding window -without requiring iterative postprocessing that can potentially increase acquisition time. We evaluated this hybrid acquisition-reconstruction method against the GA-derived interleaving using numerical simulation, and additionally showed through in vivo evaluation that resulted in statistically comparable systolic and significantly higher diastolic assessment parameters.
APPENDIX A
A.1 Characteristic streaking artifact considerations for accelerated reconstruction A small temporal window (e.g., 15-millisecond window achieved by nRCW=6 at a TR~= 2.3-2.5 ms) consisting of nSC-cyclic radial spokes as derived above would present consistent radial streaking every nSC steps. We can exploit this defined property for removal of these undersampled streaking components that are periodic every nSC sliding windows. Furthermore, the temporally aligned image can be transformed into the power-spectrum domain, on which we can clearly observe a corresponding peak at the frequency, f nSC = 1/(nSC•TR) Hz.
With the per-echo sliding window reconstruction step using a TR of approximately 2.3-2.5 ms, we can yield approximately 250-600 temporal frames throughout the R-R interval for heart rates between 40 and 90 BPM. This approach is compatible with DISPEL filtering approach, which is also employed in the spatio-temporal frequency (xf) domain that is analogous to the power-spectrum domain. The substantially improved temporal resolution allows for maximal temporal domain frequencies far exceeding that of a normal cine-CMR (~200 Hz vs 10-15 Hz), and the use of different filter cutoffs can be appreciated as shown in video S1.
A.2 R rec -fold speed-up considerations
Let us treat each sliding window temporal frame generated using R rec = 1 as the "fully sampled" data set in the time direction. R rec > 1 would then correspond to a uniformly "undersampled" subset of these data at every R rec frames. The periodic streak appearance must then reappear at every nSC/R rec frames, where nSC/R rec must be an integer. Otherwise, the streak periodicity would reappear at the smallest integer multiple of nSC/R rec , a noninteger. This corresponds to aliasing in the x-f domain. It follows that R rec must be a proper divisor of nSC, or R rec | nSC.
In addition, the nSC-periodic streak frequency also only holds for sufficiently small R rec , and more specifically, at most R rec = nRCW. Otherwise, R rec > nRCW would correspond to having the acquisition window now interleaving (R rec -nRCW) echo gaps where k-space readouts acquired during these gaps will not being incorporated into the reconstruction; this study, therefore, sets the maximal value of R rec to equal nRCW.
APPENDIX B B.1 Modulo-prime spokes interleaving
Consider a uniformly distributed radial sampling trajectory with m evenly distributed spokes. Each of these trajectories yields a rotation angle of h m = 180/m°. Suppose m is equal to a prime number p. Exploiting the numerical property of primes, we note that for any integer n, where 0 < n < p = m, a constant rotation by an angle h np = nh p would yield no two spokes within p consecutive readouts to acquire the same trajectory. This is due to the fact that for k = [0, 1, 2, . . ., p-1], kn modulo p ? [0, 1, 2, . . ., p-1], where the mapping (?) is 1-to-1 and onto: all spokes are acquired once and only once. In practice, we can set the total number of uniformly distributed radial spokes m to any of p-1, p, or p+1 for the proposed MoPS approach using modulo p.
B.2 Extremal cases when m=pAE1
For the case when m = p-1, we note that there exists only one value k for each n such that kn modulo p p-1, which cycles to the reference (corresponding to 0 th ) spoke among m = p-1 uniformly distributed spokes. However, we also note that the (p-n)th unique spoke is not acquired until after m = (p-1)th consecutive rotations, as (p-1)n modulo p pnn modulo p p-n modulo p. Therefore, for some k such that kn modulo p p-1, we can instead acquire the (p-n)th spoke and preserve the 1-to-1 and onto correspondence among the MoPS-distributed spokes. In addition, for the case when m = p+1, we note that the first m-1 (or p) rotations would yield a 1-to-1 and onto mapping, but the m th spoke will cycle back to 0 modulo p. In this case, since m > p, the m th spoke will not be acquired. Therefore, it follows that one could acquire the final m th spoke instead of the initial spoke that has already been acquired.
B.3 Summary
The total number of uniformly distributed spokes, m, is equal to a prime p, or alternatively p AE 1. This sets the custom rotation angle h np between each readout, where n can be any number of consecutive spokes skipped between each interleaving step. Note the special cases for m = p-1 and m = p+1. The mathematical description of MoPS interleaving that ensures the full acquisition of an m-spoke radial k-space is now completely described.
APPENDIX C C.1 Rational and irrational rotation angle considerations for radial interleaving and DISPEL
The MoPS approach was designed to align the undersampled radial streaks in a systematic manner at a fixed time interval. On the contrary, any irrational rotation angles, including the true GA 13 and its variant approaches, 7, 14, 25 incorporate the premise that no two radial spokes would exhibit the same angle throughout the entire acquisition; hence, the streaking would never repeat in a truly periodic manner. While such aperiodic interleaving is designed highly compatible with randomization schemes often suited for iterative reconstruction approaches that exploit the absence of overlapping spokes and therefore minimal repeats of streaking artifacts, this very incoherence makes the approach unsuited for a noniterative reconstruction approach such as DISPEL and UNFOLD. The numerical simulation experiment was designed to directly compare the efficacies of several representative rational and irrational approaches under matched acquisition conditions. a)
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Video S1: (available online only) The animation of the numerical simulation heart phantom using the MoPS at Pseudo-GA (22 degrees), GA-based interleaving at the best case R-R interval, GA with nSC = 30 and nCP = 18, and GA with the timing matched to 540 spokes acquired within the R-R interval. Video S2: (available online only) The animation of the heart with and without employing the proposed DISPEL step. A still frame of this animation is provided in Fig. 9 . Table S3 : Candidate values of m and its prime factors (e.g., 62; 2 31). Table S4 : Valid values of m and corresponding MoPS acquisition/recon parameters.
